
Merit scholarship (now EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE) for the year 2022-23 (.) Please 
Ref Para -6[c] of Chapter – III of Funds Manual and this Dte ltr No.CWF-26/2014-15-Wel 
dtd 15/12/2015 (.)  All Zone offices and Adm Sectors may invite applications for 
Educational Assistance for the year 2022-23 on the basis of marks obtained in academic 
session 2021-22 for all categories from their adm establishments and sanction the 
Educational Assistance accordingly (.) As per decision on point no.3 of G.B. Meeting for the 
year 2014-15 held on 20/11/2015 circulated vide this Dte ltr under ref, Educational 
Assistance will be paid to all ranks including Officers (.) Children of personnel who were 
killed in action and sustained 100% disability during action/duty and boarded out from 
service are also eligible for Educational Assistance vide decision on point No.3(2) of G.B. 
Meeting U/Ref (.) The same is irrespective of percentage (.) Educational Assistance cases of 
previous academic year will not be considered for sanction during current academic year 
and past cases will not be opened or reviewed (.) However, break in studies, if any, due to 
coaching etc, may be considered in terms of this Dte sig No. E.I-4/2015-16-Wel-Sch 
dtd 26/04/2016 (.) Request submit sanction orders of merit scholarship to Welfare Dte by 
target date i.e. 31/12/2022 in one lot to release the payment from education fund (.) 
Forward sanction order and details in soft and hard copy [.] Remittance Particulars/Bank 
A/C of yr office may be intimated for needful [.] Sanction Order received after target date 
(i.e. 31/12/2022) will not be entertained by any cost  (.)Of late it is noticed that despite the 
time frame set for submission of Sanction Orders of Educational assistance, Sectors are 
issuing Sanction Orders in piecemeal instead of issuing single sanction order (.) As a result 
work load is increased at all level and there is a possibility of double drawal of Educational 
assistance (.) Hence it is requested that a single sanction order for drawal of educational 
assistance of all the personnel posted in offices under their control should be issued instead 
of issuing two or three sanction orders within the time frame set  (.) No case of educational 
assistance of any category will be entertained directly from field formation (.) Info addressee 
only (.) For info and necessary action (.) Education Assistance amount will be remitted to 
the ward’s bank account only (.) Hence, ensure obtaining of account nos of wards of all 
classes from 2nd onwards ///-                                                                          

                                                                                                                        Sd/- 
29/09/2022 

                                      DIGCENT (Wel) Dte 
 


